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Informal Greeks rush around campus 
KUPS keeps funding, gains manager 
(By Steve Zaro 
Staff Writer 
After careful deliberation 
Wednesday night, the ASUPS 
Media Board chose Julie 
Leydelmeyerto fill the vacant gen-
eral manager position at KUPS. 
The radio station, which has been 
without direction since the disap-
pearance of David Blackburn, the 
previous general manager, will 
initially "start small, trying to get 
a solid game plan together," said 
Leydelmeyer. The new general 
manager promised exciting pro-
gramming and more responsive-
ness to student suggestions. After 
tackling the initial problems of 
developing a "cohesive" staff and 
the "physical organization of the 
office," Leydelmeyer feels that 
KUPS can "accomplish almost 
anything." 
Chosen from three possible can-
didates, Leydelmeyer was not 
chosen unanimously. 
"It was a tough decision be-
cause all the candidates were 
qualified, but Julie showed the 
most energy and defmed goals; 
she has my full support," said 
ASUPS Vice President Mike 
McManamna. 
A meeting Tuesday night at the 
radio station between ASUPS 
President Zach Goldberg and 
members of the station tried to 
iron out what Goldberg consid-
ered "questionable organization 
and student leadership." Last week 
Goldberg threatened to close the 
station because he felt it was not 
properly serving the best interests 
see KUPS page 2 
UPS students react to Oregon's anti-gay crusaders 
By Eric Borne 
News Editor 
Returning and transfer students 
will have an opportunity to be-
come acquainted with the Greek 
houses on campus over the next 
several weeks as informal rush 
gets underway. 
Beginning on Monday with in-
formal rush orientation, the rush 
participants set out for their first 
party last Tuesday and will con-
tinue interacting with fraternities 
and sororities throughout the next 
couple of weeks. 
"I really like informal rush be-
cause you get to see the more 
daily life of what the guys are 
really like," said WayneLedbetter, 
a rush participant. 
In accordance with a new rule 
initiated by the Interfraternity 
Council (IFC), rush participants 
will be required to attend every  
house at least once. Mark 
Cummings, IFC President, be-
lieves that the new rule will allow 
the rushees to get more out of the 
rush experience. 
"This new rule makes the rush-
ees get around to all the houses, 
giving them a better perspective 
of the Greek system," Cummings 
said. 
Only three sororities are partici-
pating in informal rush this year, 
Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Kappa 
Gamma and Kappa Alpha Theta. 
According to Panhellenic Rush 
Chair, Katie Newman, only so-
rorities that have membership be-
low the house total are allowed to 
give out bids for new members. 
She feels that this year's informal 
rush has been more organized than 
in the past. 
"Last year [informal rush] was 
very informal in every sense of  
the word," Newman said. "The 
parties weren't scheduled and we 
didn't even know who went 
through until the bids went out." 
According to Cummings, most 
of the people going through rush 
have a fairly good idea as to what 
house they prefer. This year's 
turnout is higher than last year's, 
with 35 men and 10 to 15 women, 
placing a bigger emphasis on the 
houses to rush well. 
"Informal rush has become more 
serious this year with the increase 
in rush participants," said Jason 
Werts, Sigma Chi Rush Chair. 
"The laidback attitude is very 
prevalent, but the rushees still 
deserve the saineamountofatten-
lion as those who go through for-
mal." 
Bruce Clemetsen, the advisor to 
the Greeks, agrees that the frater- 
see RUSH page 2  
tlBy Eric Borne 
News Editor 
UPS students are taking action 
against Oregon's Ballot Measure 
9 in hopes to raise student aware-
ness and stifle a change in the 
state's hate crimes law that would 
invalidate "sexual orientation" as 
a protected minority category. 
The Lesbian 
Gay Bisexual 
A w a r e n e s s •••Mnauen 
Group at UPS 
sponsored abake 
saleandaccepted 
donations last 	 .. 
Monday in an ef- 
.. 
 
Cnn tn rniuc. nun. t,j suno, 
money to donate to Oregon' s "No 
i on 9." Jason Saffir, a member of 
- LGBAG, helped to conjure up the 
idea for a bake sale when Ballot 
Measure 9 was proposed earlier 
0  this summer. 
- "The idea (for the bake sale) 
- was to make the students aware of 
what is going on," said Saffir. 
"We got a lot of people talking 
today and that was the whole 
point." 
According to a 1990 survey by 
The Chronicle ofHigher Educa-
(ion, 42.2 percent of all college 
freshmen across the country felt 
that laws to prohibit homosexual 
relations are important. Ballot 
Measure 9 would appease this 
percentage. 
Two years ago, Tacoma became 
the spotforanu-gay sentiments as 
a similar amendment to Ballot 
Measure 9 was brought up to us-
criminate against homosexuals in 
"housing, work and insurance." 
This bill failed. 
Ballot Measure 9 is still in the 
decision process, and will not be 
voted on until November. This 
initiative was proposed by the 
Oregon Citizen Alliance that be-
gan with a simple petition drive 
which has now escalated into an 
attempt to add a provision to the 
Oregon constitution stating that  
the state government would have 
to actively discriminate against 
homosexuals. 
"If this passes, there will be no 
more such thing as a hate crime in 
Oregon. In other words, homo- 
sexuals will have no rights and 
will be considered a perversion, 
grouped together with such acts as 
bestiality, 
- 
I 	
pedophiia, and 
necrophilia," 
! . ' 	 Saffirsaid. s i 	 DonMarshall, 
' c ]i 	 the advisor for 
.., . 	 . 	 ; LGBAG, has 
arshall 	 i been involved I with sexual mi-
nority issues on campus for the 
past four years and has been an 
active supporter in the group's ef-
fort to help put an end to Ballot 
Measure 9. 
"An attemptto outlaw being gay 
in the state of Oregon is a ludi-
crous thing to do," Marshall said. 
He adds that the OCA and their 
suppotiersarebasing much of their 
information on a belief system 
rather than scientific fact. 
"What (the OCA) doesn't seem 
to understand is that the perver-
sions they'regrouping homosexu-
ality with are way off; for ex-
ample, pedophiics are mostly het-
erosexual rather than homo-
sexual," Marshall s 
All colleges, universities am 
public schools in Oregon will be 
forced to teach studenni that ho-
mosexuality is "abnormal, wrong 
and perverse and should be dis-
couraged and avoided," accord-
ing to an OCA statement. 
If this initiative passes, it would 
be the first time in United States 
history that a constitution has been 
amended to takerights away. Ruth 
Merz, a member of LGB AG, can't 
believesuch an amendmentis even 
being considered. 
"This amendment is absolutely 
frightening ," Merz said. 
Loggers pyt the moves on the Pioneers 	 See page 11 
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Gary McCuriy rushedfor three touchdowns and 184 yards in leading the Loggers to an impressive 
upset victory over the nationally ranked No. 10 Lewis & Clark Pioneers last Saturday in Portland. 
KUPS DJs continue entertaining on the air with new general manager. 
A1ethea P. Daniels 
Staff Writer 
On the evening of September 3, voting 
for the RHA took place in all the freshmen 
halls. Vice president, secretary, treasurer, 
hall reresentative, publicity, social, aca-
demic and sports chairs are the RHA posi-
tions that the residents voted for. 
Robin Huesgen, elected co-sports chair 
of University Hall, explains why she ran 
for office. 
"I wanted to make sure that everyone 
was able to get involved whether through 
sports, academics, and other activities." 
This weekend many of the newly elected 
RHA officers, hail presidents, hail coordi-
nators and advisors (both RHAC and resi-
dential life) will be spending the weekend 
at Camp Burton for RHA's yearly leader-
ship retreat. 
"The retreat will give you a valuable 
opportunity to meet other campus leaders, 
learn about the inner workings of RHA, 
and share your own goals and insights," 
Huesgen said. 
The purpose of this retreat is to develop a 
better understanding of each position being 
held, to work on leadership skills, to learn 
how to be an effective leader within the hail, 
and most importantly to bond with the other 
RHA officers within the hail. 
RHA is the student government body in-
corporated in each of the seven residence 
halls on campus (with Langlow as a part of 
Seward). In the spring, the RHA presidents 
are selectedforeach hall by a committee and 
the vice-president, secretary, treasurer, hall 
representative, publicity, social, academic, 
and sports chair are elected in the fall. Each 
person on the RHA board serves as the 
representative of their particular hail. 
"RHA's primary focus is to suit those 
living in the halls on campus and work to 
promote the general welfare of the resi-
dents," RHA members concluded. 
Last weekend RHA held its first campus 
wide event, the "Festival of Celebrations," 
which encouraged all the residents to deco-
rate theirhall in accordancewith a particular 
celebration. 
Crimes on CampU 
September II through September 15 
11 Sept. 10:09 p.m. 	 Unknown suspect(s) maliciously activated the fire alarm 
in a two (sic) Residence Halls. 
12 Sept. 11:22 p.m. 
	 Security discovered that two ofthe large tents used for 
the inauguaration barbeque in Jones Circle were severely damaged. Please contact 
Security if you have any information regarding this damage. 
1 5 Sept. 1 :30 p.m. 	 A student reported discovering a large dent on the roof of 
his vehicle. The vehicle was parked in one of the student lots on Union Ave. 
1 5 Sept. 9:26 p.m. 	 Security discovered thatunknown suspect(s) maliciously 
releasedapprox, fifteen laboratory rats in the Howarth Hallpsychology area. The rats 
were captured and returned to their cages. 
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Habitat for Humanity heightens 
members' moral senses 
tBy Jon Wolfer 
RUSH from page 1 
nities and sororities have become more 
serious and have initiated a real focus on 
assisting each other and others outside the 
Greek community. 
"There is a real de-emphasis on competi-
tiveness as the Greeks are sharing scholar-
ship programs and trying to help each other 
outin theareas that are needed," Clemetsen 
said. 
Many of the fraternities and sororities 
have no idea as to how many people they 
will pledge. 
"It depends on how many show up to the 
parties and how many are actually inter-
ested in pledging," said Brynn Starr, Tn-
Delt Rush Chair. "Although most people 
who go through are doing it because the  
atmosphere is less stressful so I feel we'll 
have a great rush." 
KUPS from page 1 
of the students. The amicable meeting, com-
bined with the appointment of Leydelmeyer, 
avoided what could have been the closure of 
the station. 
The meeting succeeded in roughly map-
ping Out the alternatives KUPS had for the 
future and the best ways to get more students 
to listen. An aggressive advertising cam-
paign, clear scheduling, and the stations 
involvement in all media aspects of the 
campus were the most agreed upon issues. 
David Kerlin, chief engineer of the station, 
was adamant, though, that "students should 
listen to KUPS because it's their station." 
Staff Writer 
Habitat for Humanity along with the UPS 
cross country team have teamed up in an 
effort to house low income families in the 
Tacoma area. 
September 24 marks the beginning of 
11  Habitat for Humanity's loaded fall sched-
ule when the cross country team partici- 
'- pates in Habitat's RunJWalk at Point Defi-
ance. Coached by Joe Peyton, an active 
o volunteer for Habitat, runners will collect 
g pledges and donations, with all proceeds 
going to help purchase supplies and mate- 
rials needed to continue building projects. 
In only its second year at the University 
ofPuget Sound, Habitat has become one of 
the most rapidly growing groups on cam-
pus, attracting nearly one hundred volun-
teem for its activities and projects. 
According to John Raymond, president 
. 
of the Habitat for Humanity chapter hereat 
UPS, the goal of Habitat is to provide 
decent housing to low-income families in 
order to help stifle the housing crisis in this 
country. 
"A house provides children with a home 
as opposed to a shelter or other insecure 
environments," Raymond said. 
Habitatdoes more than justbuild houses; 
it provides the beginning of the end of the 
struggle for a family's survival. That's 
what Habitat for Humanity is all about-
providing a big sense of dignity to families 
that never had it before. 
"It's the one thing that can turn things 
around for a family in need," Raymond 
said. "They can then pull themselves up 'by 
their bootstraps' and turn things around for 
themselves." 
Habitat not only provides for those in 
need ofa home but it also provides for those 
who volunteer. Student Brian McGuire 
volunteered for Habitat last year and con-
tinues to be a major supporter. 
"The program heightens your own moral 
sense," Brian said. "It is time-consuming, 
but it's worth it in the end when you see 
what your hard work has accomplished." 
A work day, "the quintessential Habitat 
for Humanity," according to Raymond, is 
scheduled HomecomingWeekend, Septem-
her 26. Students will have the opportunity 
tojoin with alumni and faculty to help build 
and renovate houses here in Tacoma. 
Habitat for Humanity Week is scheduled 
October 20-25, with many special events 
and speakers on the agenda. Both Wash-
ington State Governor Booth Gardner and 
Tacoma Mayor Karen Vialle have been 
invited to speak at the opening ceremonies. 
David McDaniels, the Campus Chapter 
Director at Habitat for Humanity's Na-
tional office, will also attend and corn-
memorate Habitat's 200th campus chap-
ter—UPS. 
Other events of the week include an open 
forum discussion, a guest lecturer, special 
closing ceremonies, a bake sale and other 
miscellaneous fundraisers as well as an-
other work day. 
All students interested in Habitat should 
attend an informational meeting on Thurs-
day, September 17 at 8:00 pm in the SUB 
Boardroom. Those unable to attend this 
meeting are encouraged to call the 
Chaplain's office at extension 3374. RHA elects officers for fall 
Expand your horizons... 
Consider a 
Counseling Center group. 
lult Children of Alcoholics. For students of substance abusing parents o 
pareAts in recovery. Dsv&op beyond the restrictive or dysfunclional behaviors 
imed in the family. Meets Mondays, 430 - 6:00 PM. 
Anxiety Management. Interested in learning how to more effectively cope 
with stress? Learn how to manage anxieties in acaderric, social and public 
situations. Meets Tuesdays, 4:00 - 5:30 PM, starting Sept 29. 
Survivors of Sexual Abuse. If you've been the victim of past sexual abuse, 
this group can help with the healing process. Contact Counseling Center for 
meeting time. 
Grief and Loss. If you've expenenced a recent loss, join this group for support 
and education about the grieving process. Meets Thursdays, 4:00 - 5:30 PM. 
After-Care. A support group for those previously in treatment for alcohol or 
drug problems. Contact Counseing Center for meeting time. 
General Therapy. Group counseling and peer support for a vanety of 
emotional issues. Contact Counseling Center for meeting time. 
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Union (LGBU). Social and emotional support 
for gay, lesbian and bisexual studnts and those having questions about their 
sexual orientation. Contact Counseling Center for meeting time. 
All groups are conducted by professional counselors. 
To join a group or for further information, contact the 
Counseling Center, 216 SUB, 756-3372. 
N 
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Mike Lowry wins primary elections, takes on Sid Morrison for governor 
fJBy Erika Konopka 
Assistant News Editor 
The outcome of Tuesday's democratic 
primary resulted in former Congressman 
Mike Lowry defeating state House Speaker 
Joe King by a wide margin. He will now set 
out against Republican gubernatorial can-
didate Sid Morrison in the final election in 
November. 
With the approach of the November elec-
tion, Lowry spoke to interested students of 
UPS on Sunday, September 13 at an open 
forum. 
The forum opened with a word from a 
local supporter who praised Lowry's posi-
tions and participation in the SEIU, a Wash-
ington Citizen Action group advocating 
consumer and environmental policies. 
Lowry continued boasting his work with 
organizations such as this as well as his 
strong commitment to education, family 
and his own honesty and faith in govern-
ment. 
"Hard work, honesty and straight talk 
shaped my philosophy that responsible gov-
ernment can make life better for people. 
'Farmers never would have had electric-
ity,' my folks said, 'if it weren't for the 
government'," Lowry said. 
Part of his political history includes work 
as a congressman for Washington where he 
was highly criticized for his tendency to 
vote against bills in Congress even if they 
would benefit Washington. His major goal 
was seeing that money was not unnecessar-
ily spent for programs regardless of who 
they affected. 
One of Lowry's main concerns regarding 
campaigns and this election is the issue of 
campaign financing. 
"Access to quality education is the key to 
democracy. A strong education is the key  
to progress and competition worldwide. 
Because of Washington's low ranking in 
class size and the problem ofteachers being 
lost to private industries based on noncom-
petitive wages and decreasing scholarships 
to higher education, I propose to raise taxes 
in order to keep these programs intact," 
Lowry said. 
In addition to increasing scholarships, 
Lowry believes that a major factor in the 
low achievement in elementary school chil-
then is hunger. 
"Children today are hungry. Improving 
the health and quality of the children before 
reaching the classroom is the key to better-
ing our education. By enhancing school 
breakfast and lunch programs, we could 
make it easier for the teachers to deal with 
these children, " Lowry said. 
Lowry has looked into the costofimprov-
ing these meals on an intermediate level 
and has found thata full scale improvement 
would cost $11 million. His answer to 
attaining this goal is to raise taxes to supple-
ment this necessity. 
Lowry also boasts his liberal, yet logical 
views on the Washington economy. 
"It is unfair for my opponents to get away 
with solving all of Washington's problem's 
without raising taxes. Because 
Washington's budget is already in a billion 
dollar deficit, taxes must be raised in order 
to keep effective programs going and imple-
ment new ones," Lowry said. 
He carries this philosophy to the environ-
ment by suggesting another sales tax to gas 
though Washington already has a .30 gas 
tax. 
"The purpose of this tax would be to use 
it to finance a regional public transportation 
system which I opposed while in Congress. 
In order to attain this, we would have to  
amend the Washington State constitution to 
allow this tax to be used toward something 
other than highways," Lowry said. 
Though Lowry feels that a gas sales tax is 
necessary, he also includes in his plan, a tax 
reform to "cut regressive taxes." He feels 
that an overall income tax would benefit 
small businesses and lower income taxpay-
ers. 
"The reason I support this type of tax 
reform is such. Companies who are not 
making money would not have to pay the 
residential taxes if they were not taking in 
money, and those who were making profit, 
would be liable to pay the taxes because 
they had the money," Lowry said. 
On the environment, Lowry believes that 
Washington can reach a compromise and 
be stable economically as well as environ-
mentally. 
"The problems facing our environment 
are not nearly as polarized as we seem to 
have made it. The real problem lies in the 
forest service—For years, the forest service 
has refused to write a plan to comply with 
the federal law. They can develop a plan to 
protect the ancient forest and at the same 
time, have productive harvesting. We need 
a strong forest practices board to regulate 
and protect against adverse effects of for-
estry and clearcutting," Lowry said. 
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University of Puget Sound Security Services 
Annual Report 
September 1, 1992 
This annual report is to inform stu-
dents, prospective students, faculty, and 
staff of University ofPuget Sound secu-
rity incidents and crime prevention pro-
grams and measures. This report meets 
the requirements of the Crime Aware-
ness and Campus Security Act of 1990, 
and can be picked up in the security 
services office. 
The University ofPuget Sound under-
graduate campus is located in a residen-
tial community. The crime rate on and 
near campus is historically low com-
pared with other areas of the city. 
Universities cannot totally eliminate 
crime nor can they guarantee protection 
of persons or their property of campus. 
However, theUniversity ofPuget Sound 
is genuinely concerned about the wel-
fare of its students. We have established 
crime prevention, response, and report-
ing programs which we feel are reason-
able and appropriate for our environ-
ment. 
The University encourages the report-
ing of all on campus criminal activitie, 
injuries, and illnesses. Security Staff 
document all reported incidents and re-
fer significant crimes against persons 
and property to the Tacoma Police Dc-
partmenL Security Administrators and 
Dean of Students Staff investigate on 
campus crimes involving students. Dean 
ofStudents Staffsanction students when 
appropriate. On campus incidents in-
volving non-students are investigated 
by the Tacoma Police Department. 
The University makes clear that its 
student-conduct process is independent 
of criminal or civil proceedings. Stu-
dents are advised by the University of 
the option to pursue criminal charges or 
to bring civil suit against perpetrators 
of crimes on campus. 
Access to all University buildings is 
controlled by Security Administrators 
through a key control program. Aca-
demic facilities are locked at varying 
times depending on use schedules. 
building passes issued by Security are 
required for admittance when fadii-
ties are locked. Residences are locked 
24 hours a day. Security and Residen-
tial Programs Staff regularly patrol 
living areas checking for propped or 
unsecured doors and windows. Areas 
rendered unsecurable by damage or 
equipment failure are repaired on a 
firstpriority basis by maintenance staff. 
University of Puget Sound Security 
Staff receive enforcement authority 
for campus rules and regulations from 
the University. Security Staff work 
closely with the Tacoma Police De-
partmenL On duty Staff carry multi-
channel radios which allow direct com-
munication to City Emergency Ser-
vices. Tacoma Police are summoned 
to provide assistance, make anests, 
and investigate criminal matters on 
campus. Tacoma Police Officers pa-
trol the campus vicinity on a routine 
basis and maintain communication 
with on duty Security Staff. 
Security and Residential Pmgrams 
Staff are trained in the importance of 
accurate and prompt reporting of all 
incidents, including criminal acts, ac-
cidents, minor property damage, inju-
ties, and illnesses. Because the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound is relatively 
small and campus housing is geo-
graphically concentrated, trained staff 
see REPORT page 10 
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are no monthly service charges. And there is no 
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Freshman senate profiles 
(Erika Konopka 
Assistant New Editor 
General election for this year's freshman 
senator will be held on Monday, September 
21. The election will see only one official 
candidate on the ballot, yet two other can-
didates are vying for the position as write-
in candidates. 
"We are disturbed that there is only one 
official candidate on the ballot and we hope 
to get more people to sign up for the general 
elections for which sign ups have already 
started," ASUPS Vice President, Mike 
Lisa Mill 
Hi, my name is 
Lisa Mill. What 
was that? Lisa 
Mill. I am run-
ning for the office 
of the Freshman 
Senator. Yes, Jam 
the write in candi-
date. What can I 
say, I like a chal- 
lenge. Since I will 
not be able to make any formal speeches, 
this is my opportunity to tell all of you why 
I chose to pursue this office and why you 
should choose to vote Lisa Mill. 
First and foremost would have to be the 
University of Puget Sound. A darn good 
school, ifl do say so—and I do. I am very 
excited about the coming year and what I 
can offer to this fine community. I think 
Puget Sound offers a plethora of activities, 
events, sports, clubs, etc. for anyone inter-
ested in participating and I would like to be 
involved in making these programs better 
yet and helping bring even more to the 
University. 
Secondly, I believe I have the qualifica.. 
tions to properly fulfill the duties of Fresh-
man Senator. I love working with and 
meeting new people and I always strive to 
do the best job possible. As Senator for the 
Freshman class, I would be responsible for 
keeping the students informed. I have served 
on Student Councils and was Senior Class 
Vice-President in high school, and I feel 
able to communicate the views of the class 
of 1996 to the Student Senate and to make 
sure the students are always aware of hap-
penings. 
Lastly: Support. I would always be 
available to support the freshman class in 
their collective views and opinions. I have 
a willingness to help the class of 1996 get 
involved and stay informed with every-
thing going on here at the University I 
want to listen to your problems and be apart 
of changing things for thâe better. 
I am qualified and enthusiastic for this 
position. The write-in candidate is worth 
remembering the name. Vote Lisa Mill for 
Freshman Senator on Monday, September 
21. 
Raymond Rowland 
My name is 
Raymond 
Rowland and will 
be running for 
Freshman class 
Senator. I cur- 
rently live in 
Harnngton room 
004. Icome from 
Renton and at- 
tended Hazen High School. I haven't been 
at college long enough to know, all the 
McM.anamna said. 
The freshman senator will be expected 
to attend the bi-weekly senate meetings, act 
as a liaison to the residence halls and per-
form duties on various committees. 
"I hope that our new freshman senator 
will take his or her job more seriously than 
the senior senators," McManamna said. 
There will be one voting booth open to all 
registered freshman on Monday from 8 am 
to 8pm. Student ID will be mquired to vote 
and the official winner will be informed on 
Monday night. 
concerns of students, but here are a few I 
have noticed and would like to work on; 
improvement of campus life; weight room, 
handicap access to all campus buildings of 
learning, and extended hours in the com-
puter labs. I will also provide informal 
weekly meetings at two campus locations 
for suggestions and rising concerns, as the 
year progresses. 
Dave Wright 
I AM A 
WRITE-IN 
CANDIDATE. 
My name is Dave 
Wright, and I am 
from Phoenix, 
C 
 .\rizona. I cur-
I reiitly reside in If llarrington2O8,x 
4199. If you have 
anything you'd like to ask me or talk to me 
about, feel free to call or come by anytime. 
What will I do for you? I will maintain a 
minimum of four office hours per week 
(the requirement is only one), and I will 
place myself at your disposal to work on 
what YOU want done. I would personally 
like to see the class of '96 grow into a close 
community, but as YOUR representative I 
will only pursue those things which YOU 
desire done. By electing me, YOU are 
asking ME to SERVE YOU; by asking 
YOU to elect ME, I am merely saying that 
I am willing to SERVE. 
Not ready for the LSAT? 
You should call me. 
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.. 
Eight years and 2000 students later I don't 
think anybody knows more about this test 
or knows how to teach it better than I do. 
That's why I still teach all my own classes. 
That's why you should call me. 
My nine week course features 36 hours 
of class time with additional help sessions 
every week for the fair and reasonable price 
of $495. 
I can answer any LSAT question—let 
me prove it. Call now for a free seminar. 
And now, if you're not 
ready for the GRE 
you should call me, as well. 
The price for the GRE course is $395. 
STEVEN KLEIN LSAT CO. 
524-4915 
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The following speeches were submitted by each of the can-
didates. They are listed in alphabetical order and are printed 
exactly as submitted. 
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.
nted April touts the r 	 powers of Italy 
IlBy Sara Freeman 
Editor 
When exactly did Italy become the gar-
den of Eden for all frustrated upper class 
British folk? We've seen Italy celebrated in 
two major productions of E.M. Forsternov-
els: A Room with a View and Where Angels 
Fear to Tread. Not only is the boot-shaped 
countly a place to fall in love, its atmo-
sphere seems to exact a spiritual healing 
and inspiration on English visitors there so 
they all come away renewed and, some-
how, whole. 
EnchantedApril atfirstlooks like it could 
be another production of a Forster novel, 
but two things differentiate it from, say, 
HowardsEnd: First ,Enchanted April lacks 
the narrative force of HowardsEnd. Though 
there is a story unfolding, it is flowing and 
loosely connected...one isn't propelled 
through the plot with the same speed 
HowardsEnd demands. Second,Enchanted 
April is more concerned with the inner lives 
of its protagonists than with exploring the 
social constructs of its time. 
Set in post World War I Eumpe, En-
chanted April focuses on four women who 
are all refreshingly real. Trapped in dreary 
London, with less than attentive husbands, 
Lottie Wilkens and Rose Arbuthnot—who 
are practically strangers to each other—hit  
on the idea of renting a castle in Italy for a 
month of vacation. Sparked by an adver-
tisement in the paper, this trip to Italy takes 
on all the giddiness of a spontaneous road 
trip of unknown destination. They con- 
script two other women to defer expenses: 
Joan Plowright as Mrs. Fisher, an obstinate 
old woman obsessed with the great literary 
figures of her youth who wishes to go away 
and "think about better times and better 
men," and Polly Walker as the beautiful 
and cathke Lady Caroline Desda, who only 
wants to escape the burden of being beauti-
ful. 
The tensions between the four women 
provide for lovely comedy. Mrs. Fisher's 
insistence on punctuality and her territorial 
attitude toward her room conflicts mightily 
with Lottie's scatter-brained enjoyment of 
food and nature. Lady Caroline disarms  
many potential quarrels between the vaca-
tioners with her sheer ennui for any petty 
tiffs. Rose discovers that she does indeed 
resemble a fragile and disappointed Ma-
donna, but comes to realize that she cannot 
be fulfilled by starkly clinging to religion 
for her comfort. 
As April progresses, all the women lose 
their inhibitions. The unveiling they expe-
rience, is not, however, a group process. 
This is not a modem film that is resolved by 
group bonding. Each women experiences 
an intensely individual revelation, alone on 
the grounds of their fantastical Italian castle. 
Rose painfully admits that she detests her 
husband, but still his love and attention are 
crucially important to her. Lady Caroline 
sighs that she's wasted so much time being 
beautiful and mourns the lost love that was 
a common repercussion of V/WI. Mrs. 
Fisher lets go ofher obsession with the past 
and rediscovers theartistic talent she buried 
as a child. Finally, Lottie comes to the 
conclusion that transforms them all: up to 
this point in her life, she's been stingy with 
her love ... refusing to love anyone who did 
not love her exactly the same amount in 
return. With a burst of joy that only Italy 
could infuse in her, Lottie decides the only 
way to go on is to love people openly and 
unreservedly. 
From then on the concentric circles the 
four women have been revolving on con-
verge. Lottie develops a prophetic power to 
'see' what is right in her friends' lives, that 
even through the brisk comedy leading to 
the ending of the film, reminds the audi-
ence that the entire experience of Italy is 
supernaturally reassuring. 
EnchantedAprilis both myth and charac-
ter study, and the film has been made with 
a consciousness of the literature it comes 
from. The spectacle of the film focuses on 
the natural beauty of the Italian coast—the 
ocean, the trees—instead of period interi-
ors or even elaborate costumes. The ac-
tresses are of the fmest quality: all rise to 
support each other throughout the movie. 
Ultimately, the audience is left with a pro-
found sense of calm ... as if they had grabbed 
a little Italy for their own. 
%I 	 , - 	 I A44 I ,, 	 piffle! 
Molneistry, "Singles",  Helmet, R.E.M. t 
ith Sly 1Kai and Sneaky ¶JPefe RATING SYSTEM 1 - Schmidt 
2 - Bud 
3 - Henry Weinhard's 
4 - Full Sail Ale 
5 - Pete's Wicked Ale 
iByPete Burness 
Music Reviewer 
Various Artists "Singles" Original 
Motion Picture Soundtrack (Epic) 
Fans of the Seattle music scene will 
not be disappointed by the new cuts on 
this album from Alice in Chains, Pearl 
Jam, Chris Cornell, Soundgarden, 
Mudhoney, Screaming Trees as well as those by the Chicago-based band Smashing 
Pumpkins and ex-Replacements front-man Paul Westerberg. While all ofthe songs by 
the northwest bands are good, there is little doubt that the high points of the album are 
the two Pearl Jam tunes. They are as good as anything on their debutalbum "Ten" and 
offer a hint of what is to come from them in the near future. The soundtrack also 
contains a previously released gem by the now defunct Mother Love Bone (a band 
which previously included several members of Pearl Jam), aLovemongers cover of the 
Zeppelin tune "The Battle of Evermore," and a choice cut by Seattle-born Jimi 
Hendrix. Other tracks worthy of mention are "Would" by Alice in Chains, "Over-
blown" by Mudhoney, "Drown" by Smashing Pumpkins, and a surprisingly beautiful 
unplugged solo performance by Soundgarden's Chris Cornell. The pair of songs by 
Paul Westerberg are catchy popjingles (bordering on sappy) thatyou will find yourself 
humming after only one spin but seem to me to disturb the otherwise good flow of the 
album. If your musical tastes lean towards a pure-pop sing-along style, however, you 
won't fmd many who do it better than Paul Westerberg. Overall this is an excellent 
album and one of best of the year so far. Buy it ... definitely. 
RATING: Full Sail Ale, and a slice of pepperoni 
Helmet: Meantime (Interscope Records) 
Helmet's latest release is the musical equivalent ofbeing pummeled in the head with 
a bluntjackhammer. From the opening track "in the meantime," the New York quartet 
of collegiate-looking, music-school veterans unleash an auditory assault that born-
bards the eardrums with intense yet melodic guitar driven crunch that doesn't let up for 
the next 36 minutes and 56 seconds. At the end ofthe disc, in the eventthat you survive 
the experience, you will be left breathless and emotionally drained. Helmet's sound 
could best be described as a combination of Sonic Youth, TAD, Metallica, and the 
noise an eighteen wheeler makes when it blows a tire and runs offthe road into a ditch. 
Yet none ofthese descriptions is totally appropriate since Helmet has a style and sound 
distinctly their own. A sampling ofthe tracks reveals both furious hardcore tunes such 
as "ironhead" and "turned out" which combine hurried, aggressive lyrics with sudden 
tempo changes similar tojazz-rock fusion. You'll also find slower, grinding songs that 
are reminissant of vintage Black Sabbath. This disc doesn't vary much from song to 
song and doesn't pretend to. Helmet is a band that knows how it wants its songs to 
sound (heavy) and they play them exactly how they want to play them (loud). If you 
like your music intense and the amps cranked up to 11,  this disc is for you. 
RATING: Full Sail Ale  
UByKai Elgethun 
Music Reviewer 
Ministry: Psalm 69 - The Way to Succeed and the Way to Suck Eggs (Sire) 
I love Ministry's 1989 release, The Mind is a Terrible Thing to Taste. At least once 
a week, this gem gets played in my walkman because it so inspires me to pedal my road 
bike like a demon. But now for the new release. Gnine songs, two of them re-releases 
it's more like a B-sides EP. Al Jorgensen and his buddies can definitely do better than 
this. Nonetheless, I am happy forthis new Ministry, the evil aggro-industrial rock from 
Chicago that those like myselfdrool for. Psalm 69, not nearly as heavy, is sarcastically 
cheerful (gasp!) at times and lyrically stunted compared to Mind.... Highlights: "Just 
One Fix" and "Corrosion" rock hard. The rest: "New World Order"— good samples 
(George Bush et. al) but irritating, repetitious guitar lick. The two we've heard— "TV 
II" is an updated "TV Song" and 'The CuttingEdge of Commercialism'favorite, "Jesus 
Built My Hotrod." "Hero" is semi-trite anti-war blabber, while "Scarecrow" sounds 
like a remade "Cannibal Song" (from 1989 release), complete with identical crow call 
sound effects. Psalm 69 rocks and has some good tempo changes, a glimmer of past 
Ministry briffiance. The closing, mostly instrumental "Grace" would be cool to dance 
to. What I miss is the eerie, atmospheric feeling of dread and tension these guys are 
capable of creating with their dynamics: the fade-into-the-song, get-progressively-
more-vicious style. The lyrics are lacking as well. However, it all has a good beat and 
is still better than most industrial dance thrash out there right now. 
RATING: almost Henry's (maybe Henry's Light). 
Various Artists: Surprise Your Pig - A Tribute to R.E.M. (Staplegun Records) 
I dig R.E.M., fanatically, and have since L[e's Rich Pageant was released and 
changed my life. I also dig underground, punk-garage-thrash-noise rock. Therefore, 
I had to own this new CD ASAP. If you, listener, have both aforementioned tastes in 
music, you will also need to own it. Ifyou like underground music and notR.E.M., you 
should find some hip person to tape it from. However, if you are a die hard mellow 
R.E.M. fan with no punk ethic (I was once) then beware—you will cringe yourself into 
a corner. Why? This is a sloppy, dirty, hilarious, righteous but less-than-flattering 
compilation of great R.E.M. tunes. The congs: 17 of 'em. The hands: well, you're 
doing well to recognize 3-4 of them,  
but don't let that discourage you. No- 	 • • 	 : 	 . , • 	 .. 
tables include Jawbreaker, King Mis-  
sileandMitchEaster. Highlights:"Talk  
About the Passion" in Italian, Jaw- 	 . 
breaker doing "Pretty Persuasion" and 	 • 	 ". 
a band called Tesco Vee's Hate Police  
doing "Losing My Religion". I realize  
this is a specialized disc, but no apolo-  
gies—it is way hip. Mike Mills even • .. ______ 
helped put it all together, proving how  
non-uptight and admirable R.E.M. is ; . S • 
to sponsor this grungy mayhem.  
RATING: Full Sail Ale 
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Tacoma Art Museum offers culture and self -expressior , 
Steve Zaro 
Staff Writer 
There are two schools of thought in de-
scribing Tacoma. One is that Tacoma is a 
worn and tired city that suffers from the 
weight ofa depressed economy, high crime 
rate, and seemingly continual grey skies. 
Then there are those, whom you could call 
optimists, who would mention that those 
things may be true but that you shouldn't 
forget Tacoma's bright spots. No, not the 
unending amount of bars and taverns. That 
would be a thousand points of light. What 
the optimists are talking about are places 
like the Tacoma Art Museum. 
"Art in Tacoma? Don't they just mill 
things here that smell?" Well, sure, but that 
doesn't mean there isn't culture. 
Located downtown on Pacific Ave. on the 
corner of S. 12th, the museum offers a 
diverserange ofsculpture, paintings, photo-
graphs, and mixed media, as well as an area 
for self-expression, where you get to make 
theart 
What by some is considered the "little 
brother" of the monolithic Seattle Museum 
of Art, the Tacoma museum is preferable in 
that you aren't constantly bumping shoul-
ders with a tourist or exploring the back of 
someone's head instead of viewing the work 
on display. You can either rush through and 
just glimpse everything or slowly pace the 
four floors, absorbing it all. 
Somehow, despite its small size, the mu-
seum seems to be privy to impressive pri-
vate collections as well as access to the 
collections of larger museums, picking and 
choosing from their best works. Testimony 
to the active relationships the museum has 
with art souces is their current main exibit 
"In Search of Sunsets: Images of the Ameri-
can West, 1850 to Present." 
On display from September 12 to Novem-
ber 22, the exhibit is fortunately not simply 
a picture documentary of traditional West-
ern art but a visually provoking collage of 
the cultural images that define Western val-
ties. This showcase presentation is located 
on the main floor. 
Entering the building you are immediately 
Seaweed, MyName 
headline Tacoma concert 
Kai Elgethun 
Musk Reviewer 
Sea Weed and MyName, both of which 
hail from our 'City of Destiny' here, are 
playing this Saturday, September 19 at 8pm 
in the Temple Theatre, 47 St. Helens Ave.. 
Seaweed has three punk-ish releases Out 011 
the SubPop label, so, hey, they're pretty big 
stuff now. The guys in the band are gradu-
ates (I think) of Stadium High and are espe-
cially hip because they are young, scarcely 
any older than us, the general college popu-
lation. MyName also hails from Tacoma. 
Their most recent release, Megacrush, came 
out on CiZ records so they're pretty big now, 
too. Also on the bill: Flop (very good) and 
Sage (interesting, very talented), both from 
the Seattle area. Ticket Info: $7.50 advance 
(plus bogus service charge) from 
Ticketmaster or at the door. Be there. 
RAISE A COOL 
$1000 
IN JUST ONE WEEK! 
PLUS $1000 FOR THE 
MEMBER WHO CALLS! 
No obligation. No cost. 
You also get a FREE 
HEADPHONE RADIO 
just for calling 
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65 
FAST EASY INCOME! 
Earn $1000's Weekly Stuffing 
Envelopes. Send Self-Addressed 
Envelope To: Additional Income! 
P.O. Box 81416, Chicago, IL 60681-041 
SEARCH IIFORMA11O 
Largest Ubrary of Information in U.S. 
19.278 TOPICS - ALL SUBJECTS 
Order Catalog Today with Visa / MC or COD 
I1h1) 800-3510222 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information 
11322 Idaho Ave #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
#1 FUNDRAJSER NATIONWIDE 
Your fraternity, sorority, or other 
campus group can earn $500 or more in 
less than one week. It is easy, and you 
pay absolutely nothing. 
CALL 1-800-735-2077, EXT. 280 
Janie' F. Fracr 	 Bronte . 3 1,2  X 31 	 \ ( 
End of the Trail. .. 1915 979 custini) 
	
Syracu'e Uni%er.ity Art Collection 
assaulted by the bright lights of "The End 	 fmd a collective exhibit ofthe commercial- 
of the Trail with Electric Sunset," a satin- 	 ization of the "End of the Trail" sculpture. 
cal rendition of the famous sculpture of a 
	 Clocks, buttons, clothing and earrings ex- 
weary Indian warrior draped over his ex- 	 emplify the West's willingness to shame- 
hausted horse. Just beyond it is a copy of 	 lessly plagiarize images for profit The 
the original sculpture. There are represen- 
tations of Western art from Georgia 
O'Keeffe to Andy Warhol, as well as an 
eerily life-like sculpture of a cowboy. The 
exhibit is a fresh start if you've never been 
interested in Western art and is a compact 
but complete look at Western mythology 
as portrayed by various artists. 
Going to the second floor, you exit to 
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other half of the floor is devoted to part of 
the museum'spermanentcollection of litho-
graphs and prints. 
Moving to the third floor, there is an 
exhibit displaying the work of Mexican 
artist Aifredo Arreguin. Arreguin's work 
is chaiacterized by a dazzling array of 
vibrant colors that offer an alternative in-
terpretation of the mysteries of the jungles 
ofMexico. The paintings and masks seem 
inspiredby hallucinations, as evidenced by 
the dozens of human faces and animals 
hidden in the images. 
Also on the third floor is the only perma-
neat collection of the blown-glass work of 
Dale Chihuly. Ifyou've been to the library 
recently, you've seen Chiliuly's glasswork 
(donated to the school inPhilPhibbs' name) 
across from the new computer terminals. 
You probably know it as the giant multi-
colored salsa bowl and chip dish. The 
museum's collectionis creatively displayed 
against a glass wall, letting the sunlight 
penetrate and expose all the intricacies of 
color and craftsmanship. 
If you are feeling inspired after all this, 
the museum offers Art Works, located in 
the basement. Art Works is a studio that 
incorporates the exhibits in the museum in 
a hands-on experience. It challenges you 
to experiment on your own with the types 
of art in the museum. All the supplies are 
free and there is instruction for the art 
inepl 
The museum hours are Tuesday through 
Saturday 10a.m.-5p.m.,Sundaysandholi-
days noon-5 p.m. They are closed Mon-
days. Admission is$3, or $2 with student 
I.D. Or make things simple and go on 
Tuesdays when it's always free. 
AT&T AT&TACUS Service 
MATTIE HARRIS 
5946278 001-732-8431 
PSC Accornu Nomber 
Sy close by 
calling with ACUS Service. 
AT&T 
The right choice. 
For more information, call 1 800 445-6063. 
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A Dog's Collection of Ghost Sto'ries and Invitational Dog Show 
fill Kittredge 	 with musings on man's best friend 
113y Sundown Stauffer 
Staffwriter . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 ' 	 .. 	 .. 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 
When you look at one of John Tylczak's  
dog photographs in the exhibit now ap- - 	 • 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 ... 	 . 	 . 	 . 
peaiing in the Kittredge ArtGallery, you'll C=Rz 
we an indistinct specter of a dog on a TAA Y::'., 	 : 	 . ; 	 . I 	 •• . 	 • 	 : • 	 . 
subtle, yet wry background of small town  
and naturalistic scenes. Anaccompanying  
caption relates a story 	 with told 	 a sense of  
dry humor. The photographs are not sim- 
:: 	 • 
ply subjects within themselves, but an . ' 	 ''.•' .' 	 .; 	 ... . 
amalgam of words and images; the stories STOP  
that they tell are artistic endeavors, as much 
as the photographs themselves are art. 
Tylczak's collection of photographs is a 
series which he callsA Dog's Collection of . 	 . 
Ghost Stories. The photographs comple- - . 
ment second exhibit known as the Invita- a 
tional Dog Show, a collection of varied ....- . 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional . 	 ..  
works of art created by a wide-ranging  
A f&T AC 1  J 5" Service 
 Camp's Residents 
selection of artists. Together, the two ex-
hibits portray a multi-faceted exploration 
of how we as human beings perceive the 
domestic animal with which we are most 
closely bonded. 
All of the dog subjects in Tylczak's pho-
tographs are blurry and out of focus, in 
shaip contrast to their backgrounds, which 
are clearly defmed in diffuse light. The not-
quite-exposed dogs create a feeling of mo-
tion and hurried activity, while literally 
appearing to be ghosts, hence the name of 
the exhibit. The stories that the photo-
graphs tell range in tone, from somber to 
surreal, but one thing that each has in corn-
mon is the subtle and sometimes dark sense 
of humor that brings to mind the Far Side 
cartoons of Gary Larson. Tylczak even 
lists Larson as an inspiration for the stories. 
Tylczak describes his inspiration for the 
series as a result of a trip to a small Nevada 
town on the edge of the Black Rock desert. 
During an impromptu lesson in photogra-
phy, a large black dog barked continuously, 
and found his way onto several photo-
graphs that Tylczak took thatday. Later, he 
embarked on finding photo stories for a 
numberofcanine subjects in various towns. 
Tylczak states that the stories came about 
naturally for the mostpart; only a few of the 
photo stories were preconceived notions. 
In addition to Gary Larson, Tylczak lists 
photographer Duane Michels as an inspira-
tion. 
The Invitational Dog Show offers an en-
gagingaltemative toTylczak'sphotographs. 
The various works represent a broad dis-
play of art from many disciplines. One 
piece is a large canine sculpture crafted 
with metal, but which is coated on the 
outside with a plethora of broken pencils. 
It's name is "Teacher's Pet." The artist is 
Ronna Bell. Mother fascinating work is a 
wooden scuiptum oflong vertical legs sup-
porting a cradle which holds a dog; the 
name given it by creator Fernanda 
d'Agostino is "Dog in the Manger." When 
one enters the section ofthe gallery housing 
the InvitationalDog Show, one is drawn to 
an eclectic ceramic sculpture by Beltz 
Bernhard entitled "Mad Cats Hate Dogs." 
All of the works are fascinating in their 
diversity. The artists featured in the ex-
hibit, in addition to those mentioned above 
are: Scott Aho, Milton Freewater, Gaylen 
Hansen, Simon Harling, Suzanne Lamon, 
John McCuiston, Shelley Moore, Rivkah 
Sweedler and Walter Barkas. 
The two exhibits will be on display until 
October 4. The hours of the Kittredge Art 
Gallery are 10 am to 4pm, Monday through 
Friday, and 1 to 4 pm rn Sunday. 
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SydVan Atta displays the art she brought back 
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TOng of Risk-Takers" shares adventures 
CBy Jeff Hoerl 
Assistant Features Editor 
Johnny Carson has said of David Smith 
that "David travels around the world doing 
everything everyone wants to do." Most 
people who attended his lecture in the SUB 
Rotunda on Tuesday, September 8 may 
have known that he was an expert on risk, 
and probably had heard of some of 
his adventures. He was the first 
man to swim from Africa to Eu-
rope, he has kayaked 2,000 miles 
on the Nile river and run a marathon 
along the Khyber Pass. What they 
probably didn't know was that what 
he had to say could apply to 
everyone's life, not just the dare-
devils who have already tried 
bungec-jumping. 
As freshman Justin Hult put it, 
"He made me realize how beneficial taking 
risks in my everyday life can be." 
Smith related risk-taking to something 
most of us are familiar with—Passages. To 
him, Passages means growth. In fact, he 
almost named his latest book, The Healing 
Journey, cPassages instead. 
If "risk" means "unknown outcome," as 
Smith stated, then strapping on a heavy 
backpack and heading off in to the woods or 
meeting hundreds of people for the first 
time at base camp qualifies as risk-taking 
for freshmen who went through Passages. 
Hopefully Passages marked the begin-
ning of four years of growth atIJPS. Smith 
encourages us to think of however many 
years we have left here as years of free 
thinking, an experience he pursued as en- 
a hi i;-ic 	 ca;c'rs 'hen  
he was a student. 
Smith spoke of fighting a rhinoceros. 
None of us will probably ever do that 
literally. What he asked was "what is your 
rhino? What limits have you impressed on 
yourself, what obstacles?" He said that for 
one older woman he talked to, it was driv-
ing on the freeway because it scared her. 
That may sound silly to us, but we all 
probably have some similar, personal fear 
that we should face and overcome. 
Smith maintains that not taking risks leads 
"to boredom, depression and disease." Prof-
its come from taking risks, especially in 
business where snap decisions are increas-
ingly important to keep an edge on the fast 
paced world. Even long term commitments, 
such as marriage or education are risks, but 
we take those risks because according to 
Smith, "risk-taking is for the gain." For 
example, we gain companionship by risk-
ing marriage, and self understanding by 
being responsible for our education. 
The risk-taking Smith does has a method 
to it. He didn't just hop into the ocean in 
Africa and swim to Europe. It took months  
training. Information and skill are as im-
portant as courage in his exploits. He 
always assesses what he will gain, ques-
tions whether it is in line with his values or 
not, and gathers and processes information 
into a plan before going through with it. 
It is also important to remain flexible. As 
he pointed out, many jobs will disappear 
before we are out of college, and 
the ability to be flexible and ad-
just could be very important to 
us, just as sometimes he had to 
adjust certain aspects of his ad-
ventures that he had no control 
over. 
Through the years of putting 
his life on the line, as well as 
creating wilderness experiences 
forcorporate executives, ex-con- 
victs, and mentally ill patients, 
Smith has learned the iniportanceofbrealc-
ing down a project and taking it one step at 
a time. He also values discipline and the 
ability to listen to feedback. As for failure, 
it is "like feedback," and doesn't have to all 
be negative. 
Although the "Today Show" called him 
the "King of Risk-Takers," Smith insists 
that he is far from being fearless. He says 
he feels fear, and "does it anyway." 
His energetic speech drove home the idea 
that managing one's fear, in other words, 
taking risks, is the only way to get the most 
out of life. In the first three speeches most 
freshmen heard at UPS (welcomes from 
President Parr, Dean Dodson, and ASUPS 
President Zachary Goldberg), we were en-
couraged to "take risks." David Smith 
.: gcGd 
Annies constructs his own It marvelous Place" of solitude LBy Katharine Dvorak 
Features Editor 
Hidden by the Stuart Mountain Range 
4300 feet above sea level, sits a self-
contained, two-story ski cabin, built from 
the imagination, creativity, and sweat 
ofAssociate professor of English, LeRoy 
Annis. With the help of a few family mem- 
"One must ski at least 4 miles just to get 
to the cabin. This cuts down on traffic," 
Annis said, who is an experienced moun-
taineer and skis approximately 300 miles a 
year. 
The cabin sits on 2 1/2 acres that was 
originally part of an old homestead. Bor- 
4: 
bers and friends, Annis planned, devel-
oped, and constructed the cabin completely 
on his own. 
Born from the inspiration received from a 
student he taught years earlier, Annis de-
voted three years to the project, fmally 
completing the job this past summer. 
"One of my students in my winter sur
-
vival class (a course where students spend 
several days in the mountains to learn sur-
vival skills) urged me to take up cross-
country skiing. That motivated me to get a 
place in the mountains that could only be 
approached by skis or some type of snow 
machine," Annis explained. 
His cabin, which is built "along the lines 
of a good-styled mountain tent with a 45-
degree roof," is located about 120 miles 
from Tacoma over the Snoqualmie and 
Swuak Passes, six miles above the old mm-
ing town of Liberty, WA. Minis explained 
that the cabin is so isolated that "it's hard to 
get to even in the summer." But it was 
exactly this privacy that attracted Annis, 
who admitted that he doesn't "particularly 
like crowds of people."  
dering forest service, the land contains two 
ponds with fish, a meadow that is a favorite 
grazing place for heards ofellc, and an "all-
year spring ofwonderful mountain water." 
"It isjust a marvelous place," said Annis. 
"We've had tworeports of grizzly sightings, 
there are cougar, herds of elk, lots of coy-
otes, and birds all over the place." 
Once the seed was planted in his head to 
build his own cabin, Annis never hesitated 
in bringing his idea into reality. 
"It became a family project," he said. "MI' 
I did was say that it could be done. (At first) 
everyone thought I was nuts, but soon the 
enthusiasm built." 
The building process itself was the most 
complicated aspect, remembers Annis. "For 
about three quarters of the building I had to 
use a hand saw, which is a pretty rudimen-
tary tool for such work. . . it was a definite 
struggle." 
Annis brought up most of the building 
supplies in his "little old Honda," when the 
rril ,,r ta-s thp 'ahhi 
-11 
clear. Afew times heman-
aged to haul a load of 
cementand other supplies 
up in a rented truck, but 
there were still difficul-
ties to be found. 
Annis remembers one 
driver he hired "came 
once and would not come 
back" because he was afraid he would not 
be able to make it back down the mountain. 
"We had to get another driver," Annis said. 
During the building process Annis would 
spend the entire summer in the cabin, and 
would visit as often as possible during the 
winter months. Now Annis spends most of 
the winter's weekends up there, improving 
on the cabin every time he goes. The cabin 
is "snug and warm," even when the tern-
perature dips below the freezing mark, and 
it is so well-stocked that one could survive 
for two years before having to leave for 
supplies. 
"Now it is hard to keep me home during 
the winter," Annis admitted. He enjoys  
bringing his work to the cabin, where he 
often corrects many of his students' En-
glish papers. 
"I do a lot of reading and writing (there). 
The cabin is very conducive to that," he 
said. 
Annis will become defensive if someone 
implies that his project can be comparud to 
a type of "adventure." 
"Most people relate adventures as things 
that happened that shouldn't have hap-
pened," he explained. 
Annis credits his understanding and defi-
nition ofthe word"adventure" to American 
Arctic explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson, 
whose scientific studies of the Arctic con-
tributedgreatly to knowledge ofthe region. 
"(Stefansson's) defmition of an adven-
ture is also mine," said Annis. "He said that 
an adventure is a sign of incompetence. So 
(in that respect) we didn't have an adven-
ture (building the cabin). Since we knew 
the process we did quite well. Adventures 
are almost always signs of incompetence, 
especially in the wilderness." 
The pride and enthusiasm he feels for the 
cabin is evident. Building the cabin was 
"the most fulfilling thing I have ever done. 
It's the sturdiest cabin I've seen around. 
That's what I built it for—strength and 
utility," Annis said. "And I've always 
wanted to be able to ski rightoutofmy front 
and back door." 
'J's 
1ina, where she spent this swnmer teaching Lg1ish with Mati Ferchen, a jellow honors student. 
Junior JennyApple devoted her summer to researching the tropical Caribbean climate 
of Belize. 
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i Two students spend summer Un another decade 
U 
 
EBy Julie Davidson 
Staff Writer 
While spending two months in a foreign 
environment without hot running water or 
Coca-Colamay not seem like an ideal vaca-
lion, the experience proved to be unforget-
table for two Puget Sound students. 
Seniors Syd VanAtta and Matt Ferchen 
traveled throughout Northern China this 
summer, teaching, researching, and learn-
ing about a place VanAtta described as 
seemingly "in another decade." 
Working abroad in ajoint program by the 
Northwest Cooperative Exchange Students, 
VanAtta and Ferchen were assigned to teach 
English at Jilin Teacher's College in Jilin 
City, China. 
Armed with three months of intensive 
Chinese tutoring and ESL (English as a 
Second Language) course outlines, the two 
landed in Beijing on July 5 to begin their 
adventures. 
"The training wasn't exactly adequate," 
Ferchen admitted, "but we had someone 
who spoke English [to translate] every-
where we went." 
Their first three days in Beijing were 
spent discovering the city. Street vendors 
and their customers flooded the avenues, 
bargaining for everyting from T-shirts to 
poultry. VanAtta laughingly referred to the 
20 cotton T-shirts she purchased, motion-
ing their "before" status at below her knee 
and describing "after" as barely big enough 
for a kid. 
Hotand humidBeijing "was like a sauna," 
said VanAtta. She also mentioned that dirt 
and refuse littered the city, making Amen-
cans look "obsessively clean" by compari-
son. 
Both Ferchen and VanAtta had less-than-
° fond memories of the 22-hour Beijing to 
Jilin "train ride from hell," said VanAUa. 
Ferchen later added that, "it was really 
torture." Crammed into what is commonly 
referred to as the "hard seat class," the two 
were surrounded by people standing in the 
aisles and smokers who refused to open 
their windows. 
Away from the busy atmosphere of Bei-
jing,JilinCity wasapenfectbase forFerchen 
and VanAtta to make several day trips 
during teaching breaks. 
In addition to teaching English, both 
VanAtta and Ferchen designed research 
projects corresponding with the trip. 
VanAtta chose to find out more about 
China's one-child policy, while Ferchen 
was interested in the progress of Northern 
China's newest economic zone in the Jilin 
Province. 
VanAtta began her research thinking the 
Chinese people "might be hesitant abQut 
talking politics and government," but found 
that "most everyone (she) interviewed was 
open and honest." 
Much information was retrieved while 
talking with Chinese families, but VanAtta 
also interviewed members of the local 
women's union and some of her students. 
The related topic of birth control and its 
availability to the people, especially teens, 
uncovered some interesting views. 
Explaining how differently relationships 
are viewed in China, VanAtta described the 
crowded living conditions, where most live 
in one-room houses. Relations between 
teens are "either behind closed doors or 
nonexistent," from what she observed. 
Her students "thought it was so hilarious 
that I wanted to do this study about birth 
control," she added. 
VanAtta found this attitude surprising, 
see CHINA page 10 
Tropical life of Belize captivates Biology major 
JBy Brita Moeller 
Staff Writer 
Living in an old house on the island of 
Carrie Bow Cay, Jenny Apple spent part of 
her summer doing fieldwork in the Central 
American country of Belize. She worked 
as a research assistant studying the unique 
ecosystem of the tropical Caribbean cli-
mate. She and the other researchers were 
completely cut-offfrom civilization except 
by radio. They didn't have a television and 
boats brought over their food and supplies 
from the mainland. Apple never wore a 
watch because on the island "time didn't 
matter so much." 
A typical day involved getting up around 
six, preparing the equipment, and then tak-
ing a boat out to the day's site. They would 
fertilize and count trees, collect specimens, 
and take measurements. 
"Sometimes you would sink up to your 
thighs in mud and peat," Apple said. 
After returning to the research station 
dirty from fieldwork, she would "take a 
snorkel" around the island before dinner. 
Apple also spent one week helping scien-
tists conduct ecology workshops for high 
school teachers of Belize. 
Apple said she grew to love the mangrove 
habitat (a type of tropical vegetation). The  
mangroves provide coastline protection 
from storms and nurseries for fish. She was 
amazed at how plants and animals could 
withstand "the stresses of high salinity, 
water temperatures, and tidal fluctuations." 
Sometimes the water level was so low she 
would see fish swimming around with their 
fms half out of the water. Apple also saw 
iguanas, boa constrictors, and encountered 
strange, rash-causing larvae. 
Apple has always held an interest in iropi-
cal biology. She especially loves the color-
ful sponges common to the climate. 
This unique opportunity as a research 
assistant was part of her internship at the 
Smithsonian Natural History museum in 
Washington, D.C. The research training 
program sent her to Belize and she says of 
the experience, "It was neat to see what 
field research was like and how to set up 
and monitor ecological studies." 
She returned to America with abetteridea 
about ecologicaifleidwork and a more fo-
cused outlook on her studies. As a biology 
major, she felt it was good practice for 
when she will conduct her own research for 
her senior thesis. From this summer, Apple 
has gained "new energy and increased 
motivation" for her major. 
CRIMINAL OFFENSE: 
No instances of murder, rape, or aggra-
vated assault in the last three years. 
Robbery: One instance in 91-92. 
Burglary: One instance in 91-92, six 
instances in 90-91, ten instances in 89.90. 
Motor Vehicle Theft: two instances in 
90-911 eleven instances in 89-90. 
ARRESTS: 
No arrests in thepastthree years for liquor 
law violations, drug abuse violations, or 
unlawful weapons possession. 
CHINAfr.ompage9 
considering how much the Chinese arebom-
barded with propaganda concerning the 
one-child policy and birth control. 
Returning from a local pharmacy with 
samples of Chinese contraceptives, VanAtta 
was approached by a couple she had met at 
the teacher's college. The husband "asked 
me what I had in my sack and I told him it 
was some medications," said VanAtta. 
However, upon further questioning the true 
contents of the bag were disclosed and the 
man's wife "ran off screaming," she added. 
Ferchen's research may not have yielded 
such dramatic results, but meeting with 
government officials, merchants, and eco-
nomic planners in China's newest economic 
zone gave him excellent material for his 
project, which he referred to as "in the 
outline stage." 
VanAtta and Ferchen will be presenting 
their findings in a presentation to the Uni-
versity community later this spring. VanAtta 
promised a slide show as she and Ferchen 
"took tons of pictures." 
For further information on foreign study 
opportunities, contact Ron Albertson in 
Academic and Career Advising. 
lRI\cII'LI:s aISOUNI) R;IIRI:MENT I N V E S T I N G 
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO SThRT 
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS 
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT. 
Can't afford to save for retirement? The truth is, you can't afford not to. 
Not when you realize that your retirement 
can last 20 to 30 years or more.You'll want 
to live at leastas comfortably then as you 
do now. And that takes planning. 
By starting to save now, you can take 
advantage of tax-deferral and give your 
money time to compound and grow. 
Consider this: set aside just $ioo each 
month beginning at age 30 and you can 
accumulate over $192,539*  by the time 
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and 
you'll have to budget $ 2 2 7  each month 
to reach the same goal. 
' Ensuring the future gw  for those who shape it.SM 
Even ifyou're not counting the years to 
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF 
to help you build the future you deserve-
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred 
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of invest-
ment choices, and a record of personal 
service that spans 75  years. 
Over a million people in education and 
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of 
their list for retirement planning. Why not 
join them? 
Call today and learn how simple it is 
to build a secure tomorrow when you 
have time and TIAA-CREF working on 
your side. 
Start plinning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotlatne 1 800 842-2888. 
%4ummg an int,j-esfrate ofY.5% cre?itedto TIA4 Rit,,enzentAmwitiss. Thaw rate is udedso/FJy to show thepower andeffect of compouidmg. Lowe,o, blg4erratwwouD 
proa4t.e 	 CREFce,tficate.s are ?us-i6ute by T!AA-CR&Plndit'i?ual and Institutional Se,pice.#. 
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REPORT from page 4 
generally become aware of incidents and 
encourage reporting to campus authorities. 
Security Staff report crimes to local au-
thorities when appropriate. 
Awareness is essential to effective crime 
prevention. The University informs stu-
dents, faculty and staff of incidents involv-
ing crimes against persons and property so 
that they may take measures to avoid being 
victimized. Crime infonnation is dissemi-
nate weekly via the campus newspaper and 
Safety Committee meetings. Incidents in-
volving more significant personal safety 
concerns arereported immediately via writ-
ten "Information Releases" which are hand 
delivered to all Residential Programs Staff 
and departments and/or announced over 
the campus wide voice mail system. 
The University supports the Operation 
I.D. program. Literature describing the 
program andtools to engrave personal prop-
erty are available for loan at the Security 
Office. Crime prevention information is 
posted on bulletin boards throughout cam-
pus and communicated in the weekly cam-
pus newspaper. 
The University does not have recognized 
student organizations with off campus of-
fices or housing. Off campus criminal 
activity involving students is reported to 
appropriate local law enforcement agen-
cies. 
The University, through Security and Dean 
of Students Staff, supports and enforces 
State laws and University regulations re-
garding the possession, use, and serving of 
alcoholic beverages. It prohibits on cam-
pus possession, use, or sale of illegal drugs. 
In the spirit of education, violators may 
receive mandatory counseling or assess-
ment in addition to being sanctioned by 
Dean of Students Staff. The University has 
also established educational programs in 
the areas of alcohol and sexual violence 
which all students have the opportunity to 
attend during Freshman Orientation and at 
other times during their college careers. A 
Student Assistance Program fro students 
who misuse or abuse alcohol, or who show 
signs of alcoholism has been instituted and 
operates in tandem with the student-con-
duct process. Possession or use of firearms 
or other weapons on campus, except by 
law-enforcement officials, is strictly pro-
hibited. Suspected drug or criminal activ-
ity on University property is reported to and 
investigated by the Tacoma Police Depart-
ment. 
Following are crime and arrest statistics 
compiled by the Director of Security for the 
previous three school years. These num-
bers reflect on-campus crimes formally re-
ported by victims to the Security Office and 
arrests made by the Tacoma Police Depart-
ment between August and July of the fol-
lowing school years. 
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Wendy Weise prepares for one of many Logger spikes against Seattle Pacific 
Spikers attack, record now 15-2 
flonesily nave 
said that the 
cn Loggers were 
the 	 better 
n team before 
D 
the kickoff of 
first game of 
the season, 
but after an 
e x c i t i n g 
three-hour 
contest, the 
Loggers won 
anyway, 31- 
26. 
The 	 Pio- 
neers, who 
were 7-2-1 
last season 
and made the 
C c I urn hi 
0) 
B 
0) 
0) 
0 
C 
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Loggers surprise No. 
10 Lewis & Clark 
IBy Karyle Kramer 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound volleyball team is on a 
roll. 
After opening the season with a first place 
trophy at the Wilamette tournament, the 
Loggers have continued to dominate their 
opponents. 
Last night the women defeated Seattle 
Pacific University, 16- 14, 1 5-7, 7-15, 15-9, 
in the Memorial Fieldhouse before several 
hundred fans eager to see the successful 
Logger squad. The victory pushes the Log-
ger record to 15-2. 
In the first game, the Loggers were up 14-
13 but missed several game points until 
Nancy Volkel made the final kill, putting 
the Loggers up one game. 
Freshman servers won the second game. 
Middle blocker Wendy Weise opened the 
game by giving the Loggers a 3-0 lead. 
Later in the game, fellow frosh Andrea 
Egans scored five consecutive points with a  
jump serve thathad theFalcons off balance. 
Seattle Pacific came back to win the third 
game, but Puget Sound rallied to win the 
final game. 
Senior setter and co-captaii Kendra 
Matthews, who led the match with 40 sets, 
iced the victory with a service ace. 
Heidi Moritz, a sophomore outside hitter, 
led the team with 17 kills. Moritz and co-
captain Melissa Godilner each contributed 
12 digs. 
Egans, a6-foot middle blocker, was named 
the Flakey Jake's Athlete of the Week for 
being selected as the Most Valuable Player 
in the last two tournaments the Loggers 
have played in. She added 11 kills. 
"They are the key," said Matthews of the 
strong freshmen this year. "They (Egans 
and Weise) have stepped into starting posi-
Lions, and have handled it well." 
At the Whitworth tournament last week-
end the Loggers went 7-2, placing second 
see VOLLEYBALL page 13  
EJBy Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
For the three hundred or so Puget Sound 
football fans who made the two-hour trip to 
Portland Saturday, the Loggers put together 
an impressive show of force that took the 
Lewis & Clark Pioneers by surprise. 
After all, who would have thought that an 
offense protected by an inexperienced of-
fensive line could have controlled the foot-
ball for almost 42 minutes of an hour-long 
football game? 
And who could have thought that the 
Logger defense could have held the explo-
sive offense of the No. 10 team in theNAIA 
national poii, with its two talented quarter-
backs and its pm-season all-American wide 
receiver, in check for most of the game? 
Well, not many people at Griswold Sta-
dium could 
Football As- 
sociation 
p la y offs, 
came out 
looking like a top ten football team. It took 
them only two pass plays and 23 seconds to 
score a touchdown. 
"We've got some guys who hadn't played 
a lot and itjust took a little bit of time to get 
settled in," said junior defensive back Glenn 
Veil of the Logger defense. "They were 
doing some things we weren't really ready 
for." 
But soon the Pioneer's level of play 
dropped and Puget Sound linebacker Joel 
Epstein intercepted a horrible pass over the 
middle, giving the offense the ball at the 
Lewis & Clark 30-yard line. 
In the game, the Logger defense recov-
ered three fumbles and had four intercep-
tions. 
"The defense played awfully well, espe-
cially in light of the first seven points being 
put on the the board so quickly," said head 
coach Ross 1-Ijelseth. "We made a lot of 
plays on defense." 
Ian Wells, a soccer player turned place 
kicker, put the Loggers on the scoreboard 
with a 32-yard field goal. 
On the ensuing kickoff, the Loggers re-
covered a fumble and started another drive 
from the Lewis & Clark 30. 
This time,Loggerquarterbackiason Olson 
lofted the ball into the corner of the end 
zone for John Batacan, who made a nice 
over-the-shoulder catch for an 11-yard 
touchdown. 
Olson finished the game 18-for-32 for 
146 yards. His favorite receiver was Aaron 
Foster, who caught six passes for 66 yards. 
The Pioneers came back with an impres-
sive drive, which was capped off by a 40-
yard touchdown run. 
But then, Gaiy McCurty, who would fin-
ish the game with three touchdowns and 
184 yards, came alive. After earning only 2 
yards on his first six rushes, McCurty car-
ned the Loggers down the field on six more 
see FOOTBALL page 13 
Logger wide receiver Aaron Foster tip-toes down the sideline, eluding 
defenders to earn extra yardage. Foster was Puget Sound's leading 
receiver with six catchesfor 66 yards. 
The Seattle Mariners may suck, but at least they're local 
tBy Matt Gordon 	 Kingdome remains a disgusting excuse for the Wonder Kid—routinely making the 	 We would have missed seeing live major 
As the ivy on Jones Hall begins to turn red 	 a baseball field, with its plastic playing 	 sensational bookeasy; EdgarMartinez, pos- 	 league baseball. 
and the wind becomes increasingly bitter, a 	 surface and its endless grey concrete land- 	 sibly the most underrated player in the 
	 So count me among those who are grate - 
familiar rite ofpassage occurs in the North- 	 scape. 	 game, pursuing his first batting crown; 
	 ful for the Mariners' continued presence in 
west—another Seattle Mariners season 	 Baseball in this environment is a slap in 	 Randy Johnson, the one and only Big Unit, 	 the NorthwesL Give my thanks to Hiroshi 
draws to a close. 	 the face to the ancient heroes of the game. 	 walking and striking out batters by the 	 Yamauchi, the Nintendo founder who put 
None too soon for some, much too early The thought of Honus Wagner, Shoeless 	 dozens; and Dave Fleming, the top rookie 	 up the cash to keep the M's in town. I don't 
for others, baseball in Seattle has always 	 Joe Jackson, or Josh Gibson playing base- 	 pitcher in the majors, baffling major league 	 care what country he's from. He is the 
ended when theregular season is over. Like 	 ball indoors turns the stomach of any true 
	 hitters from across the continent. 	 reason the Mariners are staying in Seattle, 
fans in twenty-two other cities, loyal M's 	 fan. 	 We also would have missed Nolan Ryan, 	 and if that means one more chance for us in 
rooters will have no one to cheer in the post- 	 Despite all ofthis, I am still sad to see their 	 the Ageless Wonder, pitching on opening 	 the Northwest to see someone like Nolan 
season. 	 - 	 season end. The simple fact remains that 	 night; George Brett andRobin Yount spray- 	 Ryan play, then he has done us a service. 
Not only did Seattle fail to make the 	 the Mariners are the only opportunity for 
	 ing line drives to the opposite field in chase 	 Besides, the M's might be good some 
playoffs this season, they also suffered 	 baseball fans in this region to witness the 	 of 3,000 hits; Roger Clemens throwing 96 
	 day. Think how mad we would ailbe if they 
through what has to be one of the most 	 game at its highest level. 	 mile-an-hour heaters past helpless hitters; 	 won the World Series in the Suncoast Dome 
disappointing years in franchise history. 	 The M's suck. 	 Charlie Hough dancing his tantalizing 
	 instead of the Kingdome. 
Kevin Mitchell didn't break double digits 	 But they are major league baseball. 	 knuckler past those same hitters; young 	 If you don't like seeing the M's lose, try 
in home runs, and he remained fat through- 	 The show. 	 Frank Thomas and Juan Gonzalez belting 	 going to the games to watch the other tem 
out the summer. The M's had the worst 	 What it's all about. 	 hanging curveballs deep into the outfield 	 win. 
pitching staffin the bigs, not to mention the 	 And I am glad that they sucked in Seattle 	 seats; and Roberto Alomar ranging far to 	 And look on the bright side. Th 
most dreadful bullpen I've ever seen. 	 instead of Tampa-St. Petersburg. 	 his right to stab a would-be base hit. 	 ways next year, the Mariners mir 
Just yesterday, the team set a new club 	 If they had moved to Florida, think what 
	 We would havemissed seeing the legends 	 so bad two years in a row... 
record for most consecutive losses. And the 	 we would have missed: Ken Griffey Jr.- 	 of the game, new and old. 	 Andatleast.we'renotGi. 
 
Cohn Stewart has used international soccer experience to coach the Logger women's 
soccer team to a No. 6 national NAJA ranking. 
Athlete of the.Week 
.... 	 .......... 
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Br'it'lshmborn coach br'ings new perspecti've to soccer 
IJBy Steve Snyder 
Staff Writer 
As a youth in England, Colin Stewart 
earned a love and appreciation for soccer 
that brought him many satisfying games as 
a player. 
Now, that same affection for the game of 
soccer is paying off in his second year as 
head coach for Puget Sound's women's 
team. 
The Loggers started off with three shut-
outs for a brilliant 3-0 record, earning them 
a No. 6 ranking in the NAJA national poll. 
"We can't lose with the effort that we've 
been giving," said Stewart, who coached 
the Loggers to a 8-8-1 record last season as 
a first-year coach. 
Stewan had a very successful playing 
career. He began playing soccer, which is 
known as football in Europe, when he was 
eight years old. He played in recreational 
leagues until age 16. By age 17, while still 
:i attending high school, he earned a spot as a 
reserve on a professional team. 
' 	 Later, in 1983-84, he played on the U.S. 
national championship team. 
A self-proclaimed "student of the game," 
Stewart has a library of soccer books and 
video tapes. 
According to Stewart the biggest differ-
ences between soccer in England and in the 
United States lie in the physical, tactical 
and intellectual aspects of the game. In 
England, the coaches demand their players 
to be very physical and they constantly  
review strategies and game films. For this 
reason, Stewart believes that the English 
are more knowledgeable about soccer. 
American players are serious, but they 
don't have exposure to the game to the 
English extent. With this in mind, Stewart 
tries to make his players grow strategically 
and intellectually. 
"Fun in England was measured by what 
we accomplished," Stewart said. "But, here 
it seems to be laugh and play. The States 
just haven't grown with soccer." 
Yet, as Stewart admits, some English 
coaches were fairly close to their teams. 
This aspect is one Stewart tries to mirror 
with the Loggers. 
"I sometimes like to joke around, show-
off or go one-on-one with some of the 
girls," he said. 
Stewart got into coaching to teach the 
game and has been just as successful as a 
coach as he was as a player. In 1983 and 
1990, he coached different high school 
teams to state championships. Yet he ad-
mite that he is constantly learning to im-
prove his coaching style. 
In his opinion, Stewart believes that 
American players are more skilled and bet-
ter coached than English kids. Past the 17-
year-old age group, however, the English 
players are the better players. 
When not coaching the Loggers, Stewart 
spends time organizing soccer camps with 
ex-professional players. 
LJBy Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
In the first volleyball tournament that she 
played in as a Logger, freshman Andrea 
Egans has made an impact on the Puget 
Sound sports scene. 
After tallying 42 kills and 14 serving aces 
last weekend at the Whitworth Tourna-
ment, Egans was named the Flakey Jake's 
Athlete of the Week. 
"I didn't now how much play-
ing time I'd get," said Egans, a 
6-foot middle blocker from Hill-
sboro, Oregon. "It's been a big 
surpnse." 
At the season's opening tour-
nament at Willamette Univer-
sity,Egans was named the Most 
Valuable Player for her efforts 
in helping the Loggers to their 
first tournament victory in over 
three years. She was also named 
MW at the Whitworth Tourna-
ment. 
iii "I feel really comfortable," 
Egans said. "The (team) is re-
ally nice. It's a great group of 
people. (We) get along very 
well." 
Football Player of the Week 
tJBy Bruno Zalubil 
Sports Editor 
In leading the Loggers to a 3 1 -26 upset 
victory over the Lewis & Clark l'i'uieer 
Saturday, senior running ff 
back Gary McCurty was 
namedtheColumbiaFoot- 
ball Association's Offen- 
sive Player of the Week 
and the Flakey Jake's 
Player of the Week. 
McCurty rushed the ball 
for 184 yards with an av- . 
erage of five yards per 
carry. It was his 15th Ca- 
reer 100-yard rushing 
game. 
He scored three touch- 
downs from distances of 
2-, 29- and 52-yards and 
c'nently leads the Mt. 
Rainier League with 18 
intsand2l 1 all-purpose 
After the first weekend of NAIA football 
competition, McCurty leads the nation in 
rushing. 
Taught by 
Master Instructor 
5th Degree Black Belt 
Sungdo Hong 
UPS STUDENT SPECIAL 
564-5420 
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 transferfrom the University of Noire 	 Todd Cooley, however, fielded a ground 
rushes and scored a 2-yard touchdown. 	 Dame, who had shared time with Hayes ball snap and calmly punted the ball 42 
At the end ofthe first quarter, the Loggers 	 throughout the game. 	 yards, pinning the Pioneers at their own 
had a 17-14 advantage, a lead they would 	 The move paid off. 	 two-yard line with only 2:07 left. 
never relinquish. 	 Miadich took control of the offense with 	 Miadich quickly took the Pioneers the 
Near the end of the half, McCurty scored 	 1 1 : 13 remaining in the game and single- 	 length of the field with eight passes for 89 
again on a 29-yard counter giving the Log- 	 handedly revitalized the Pioneers' game. In 	 yards. 
gers a substan-  
ok, wo~z tial lead, 24-14. 	 . 	 . .. 	 • .:: .:, 	
•••• 	
: o 
Much of the 
	 .. .... . 
: 	 • 	 .. 	
: 	
: : 
rushingsuccess .• " • . . : 
must be attrth 
 
uted to the of V 
ensive 1in K 	 . 
; : 
 
earl.y in the 	 . 
game, they im 
 
proved as th 	 ... 
game 	 pro-  
gressed. Olson 	 w. 	 . . 	 • 	 . 	
.•: . 
was 	 sacked 	 . 	 w .: 	 . 	 .... 	 .. 
only twice. 	 . . . 	 . 	 . 	 . 
'They did  
. 	 \ 	 . 	 •.:•. ... $ hold theirown ., 	 ' 	 w 
Hjelseth said 	 / They were 	 v.,. 	 . 
able to open 	 . 
some creases  
for 	 Aaron Mark Acohido (center) tackles Lewis & Clark all -American wide receiver JeffMiller as Joel Epstein (left) supports. 
McCoy 	 and 
Gary McCurty. They kind of got a baptism only three drives, Miadich more than But with a first and ten from the Loggers' 
under fire because it was a high scoring doubled Lewis & Clark's passing yardage 25 yard-line, and 27 seconds left on the 
game." by going 20-for-25 for 256 yards and two clock, Miadich threw the ball into the cor- 
McCoy, a sophomore, was effective early touchdowns. ner ofthe end zone where it was intercepted 
when the Pioneers keyed on McCurty and The Lewis & Clark touchdowns closed by freshman cornerback Mark Acohido. 
earned 33 yards on four carries in the first the gap to only five points, 31-26, because The main offensive weapon for the No- 
half. the Noneers failed an extra point and neers was pre-season all -American Jeff 
McCurty scored his third touchdown in Miadich was sacked as he attempted a two- Miller, a 6-foot-3, 190 pound senior. 
the fourth quarter on a 52-yard run. point conversion. Acohido, a freshman from Aiea, Hawaii, 
The Pioneers did make a valiant come- The Loggers got the ball with just under was assigned to cover him for most of the 
back, however. Lewis & Clark coach Tom four and a half minutes left, but they were game. 
Smythe pulled Kevin Hayes, last year's not able to gain more than one first down "He did a great job on him today," said 
starting quarterback for Michael Miadich, a and were forced to punt. Shawn Alexander, the Loggers' Defensive 
Coordinator. "We expected a lot out of him 
(Acohido)." 
Miller had nine receptions for 146 yards, 
but he was unable to score until the fourth 
quarter. 
The Puget Sound defense was led by 
senior linebacker Craig Chamberlin who 
made six tackles and assisted on six more. 
Rodney Emmons had four tackles and as-
sists and one of four Logger sacks. 
Lewis & Clark was surprised by the Log-
gers' ability to control the ball and hamper 
the Pioneers' offense. 
"I think our team thought we could score 
at will," said Schearon Stewart, a junior 
running back at Lewis and Clark. "I didn't 
hiak their (Puget Sound's) defense was 
really good. Every time I touched the ball I 
felt like I could score. As far as our offense 
goes, we had too many untimely penalties." 
Stewart, however, rushed for only 73 
yards, leading a poor rushing attack that 
was held to 100 yards. 
Cl) 
VOLLEYBALL from page 11 
in the 16-team tournament. 
Their two losses came against Montana's 
Carroll College. The first was a 15-8, 9-15, 
4-15, loss in the winner's bracket. 
After beating Lewis & Clark State Col.. 
lege to get into the championship match, 
Puget Sound lost 15-12, 17-19, 6-15, drop-
ping their second match to Carroll College. 
With the women doing so well early in the 
season, it's hard not to think about how far 
they can go. 
"I would really like us to make it to 
Nationals in San Diego," Matthews said. "I 
think we can if we stay together and keep 
improving." 
This Friday is the last chance to see the 
team at home until October 7. The women 
take on Linfield College at 7 p.m. in the 
Fieldhouse. 
d1omecom&ij 92 
Wou) Rw 5, ii "., 
5eptember 25th & 26th 
'Frièafs '.EJent5: 
5:30 P.M. diouse/"flall Juij(ng 
&OO p.m.ougfe5t 
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"Rudolph" Syndrome,* one 
student's story 
LBy Alison De La Cruz 
Staff Writer 
Sniffle, "Are you sick?" No, I am crying because my nose is cherry red and I look like a 
fool, ofcourse I am sick! ! Although my nose isn't cherry redjust yet I do anticipate it turning 
that color. Every year at this time I get my "Oh my gosh I'm back in School" cold. Each year 
I look like I should be pulling Santa's sleigh because my nose turns redder than Rudolph's 
ever could. And every year, some fool has to ask me if I am sick. 
Although the tell tale signs of my annual virus are not visible to people other than myself, 
I am already experiencing the snififing, sore throat and achy body. Fortunately, I only have 
the sniffles. I am looking for a soft brand of tissue so as to prevent my "Rudolph the Red 
Nose" Syndrome. It's so hard to find one that doesn't irritate my nose. But when the full 
coldhas hit, you will know because I will becarrying aroundahandy dandy full box of tissue. 
Oh woe is me, for I am struck with this affliction. 
You might ponder, "Ifyou know you are gonna get this cold, why don't you prevent it?" 
Well, in looking for some prevention tips this year, I happened upon a handout from the 
Student Health Center. I read it and thought,"Okay, I can follow the instructions." Ha! One 
ofthe first suggestions is drink extra fluids daily—water orjuice. How can I drink an extrn 
eight to ten glasses when a glass of orange juice is 110 points? Ofcourse there is water, but 
I was always taught to drink orange juice especially when you have a cold. At least five 
servings of orange juice would be 550 points. 
Then the handout also recommends one to two extra hours ofsleep a night. Ah, sleep: my 
most favorite time ofthe day. It's hard enough to get time to sleep when I am not sick, now 
I have to find an extra one to two hours of sleep. The handout goes on to say that some over 
the counter medications will help to relieve the symptoms of the cold, but not cure it. 
There are some good realizations and other quirks that come out of being sick. I have re-
learned that I have to manage my time. I have also learned that water is much better for you, 
and your meal card, than soda. And although orangejuice is better for your body, it may not 
bebetter for your meal card. Sniffling can get you a lot ofattention from those special people 
in yourlife. This special attention is really nice when your eyes feel as though they will burn 
themselves insideoutand when your nose is sodry andrçd from blowing itthat youjust want 
it to fall off. 
Take my advice, get a handout on colds, coughs and sore throats from your RA or the 
Student Health Center. The ideas in this handout ease a worried mind and answer simple 
questions. If there is one thing I really learned, it is that no one is going to take care of you 
unless you don't take care of yourself. Rudolph, signing off. 
Term l'im'Its: 
V 	 made lazy 
as voters have re-
I can not imagine 
ber bad timing? 
made plans before 
day the voters de 
nation? Poland re 
doors to free and 
amund 80%. Maybe the Japanese are right and Americans are lazy. After all, I can't find 
any otherreason forourvoter turnouttobe less than 50%. Maybe I am being unsympathetic, 
but I just can't feel sorry for the people who are whining about our poor political situation 
when for the last however many years they have refused to participate in the political 
process. Now with our country in turmoil they have decided to involve themselves. 
However, the efforts are purely selfish. People want term limits so they will no longer have 
to worry about voting out bad congressmen who have been on Capitol Hill too long. Sort 
ofa political snooze alarm. Apparently looking over candidates' records, listening to them 
speak, and then decidingwhether or notthey shouldbe electedorre-elected is to much effort 
for the average American voter. Hitting the snooze alarm every six years (for representa-
tives) and every twelve years (for senators) serves as an adequate substitute. 
President Bush supports term limits and in doing so encourages political laziness among 
voters. President Bush along with his Vice President/attack dog Dan Quayle consistently 
bashed Congress and advocated term limits throughout their convention. Vice President 
Quayle stated that the problems of America stem not from the fact that Republicans run 
White House, but rather from congressmen like Ted Kennedy ofMassachusetts and George 
Mitchell of Maine. Now Dan Quayle has every right to dislike Ted Kennedy and wish to 
see him out of office. The Vice President has only one problem. He is not a registered 
Massachusetts voter. He is a citizen of Indiana, and just like the citizens of Massachusetts 
he has the right to vote for two candidates for senator and one candidate for the House of 
Representatives. That is how our constitution works; every American receives equal 
representation. So while the President and Vice President may dislike democratic members 
of Congress like Ted Kennedy, they have absolutely no right to take away the rights of the 
voters in states like Massachusetts simply because they disagree with their preference of 
senators andrepresentatives. This is my strongest aversion to term limits. I feel that ill want 
to vote for senatororrepresentative more than two or three times I shouldbe given thatright. 
If Mr. Quayle wishes to evict Ted Kennedy from office, he should move to Massachusetts 
and register to vote there. Otherwise, he nor anyone else has the right to dictate to American 
citizens who they are allowed to vote for. 
Last November Washington state nearly passed a law that would limit the terms of our 
national congressmen. Term limits on a national scale would be a terrible decision; term 
limits on a state wide scale would be even worse. If Washington was to be the only state 
limiting the terms of our congressmen, we would be at a monumental disadvantage. None 
of our congressmen would be able to gain any seniority on the House and Senate 
committees. Washington state voters would receive representation far below that of voters 
in other states. 
I believe it is time for Americans to abandon the idea of term limits and go to the polls on 
election day instead. I do not want my rights taken away because of the apathy of others. 
tBy Todd Starkweather 
Staff Writer 
Politicians have had a bad year, to say the least. Everyone from the President to first term 
congressmen find themselves in jeopardy of being seen as part of our nation's problems 
rather than as solutions to those problems. Voters seem not to care about what their elected 
officials have done, but only care that they are lumped in with the political failure of our 
government. So rather than discerning between the good and the bad apples in the barrel, 
American voters seem content to throw out the entire barrel without knowing what the next 
batch of apples will be like. Term limits is the method by which to accomplish this. 
The American voters (and non-voters) are so disgusted with the ineptitude of current 
politicians that they favor limiting the terms of representatives and senators. Congress has 
apparently grown out of conirol, and instead of thinking of the needs of the American people 
think only of their own needs. Now I am not saying that this previous statement is false. I 
do in fact believe that many congressmen and women need to be replaced by more capable 
politicians. Term limits, however, are not the answer. 
The United States government is a democracy, or to be more correct a republic. The 
forefathers of this country enabled its citizens with a right to vote, thus giving the people 
the power to either hire or fire politicians. 
It seems to me that we 
linquished this power. 
why? Is early Novem-
Has everyone abaady 
realizing that this is the 
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Do you even know where the H*111top is? 
Students should reach out and help solve inner-city problems, not hide 
By David Franzen 
Managing Editor 
As you may already know, Tacoma has Washington's highest crime rate. Last week's 
Trail reported that ASUPS Vice President, Mike McManamna was mugged outside Shop 
Rite. 
How do we react? Do we transfer to a school in some sleepy college town, far from the 
problems of the inner city? Do we sit around and complain that no one warned us about the 
"high crime" neighborhood so close to campus? Do we continue to hide behind the 
protection of security services and our close-knit campus community? No. We are part of 
the greater Tacoma community and its problems, whether we 
like it or not, are our problems. Ask Mike. We are a part of this 
community, therefore we have the responsibility to take part in 	 ht1Td Puge 
the solution to its problems. 	 1(? young Wack 
Calling Tacoma home year round, it is easy for me to feel this ! 	 dIWI deIerc 
way, but all students must do what they can. Tacoma's prob- 
lems are not hers alone, but all America's. We live in an 	 ThCOnIa WId Its p 
increasingly violent society and the complex, interrelated j 	 Ignorrnce a 
problems of crime, poverty and drug use are not limited to the  
inner city. If we do not start to learn about and work on these 
problems now, it will be too late, and we will be unprepared to deal with them when they 
hit us, wherever we may live. 
I do not want to belittle the efforts of those already involved in the community. Those 
students involved in the PUSH/EXCEL program, Kids Can Do or Habitat for Humanity-
to namejustafew service opportunities— and many more students, aremaking a difference; 
in fact, over 40 percent of the student body is involved in the community. But anything less 
than the total involvement of the student body is too little. This is addressed to those who 
are not yet involved. 
I think many do not get involved because it is easier to complain about a problem, than to 
do something about it. 
At times I have been truly embarrassed by the ugly ignorance of some students. Take for 
example, "Hilltop." Students unable to point out this part of Tacoma on a map, or even 
realize that they may drive through it every day, can tell you that it is the "bad" part of town. 
Without having ever seen the neighborhood, its name conjures up images of poverty, drive-
by shootings, crack houses, and all the other things that we fear about the inner city. Even 
worse, I have heard Puget Sound students stereotype young Black Tacomans as gangsters 
and drug dealers. These prejudices against Tacoma and its people are ladened with 
ignorance and reek of racism. 
Yes, Tacoma has a very high crime rate. Yes there are gangs, drugs, and drive-by 
shootings. Yes there are places in the city where students should not hang around. But there 
is a difference between common sense, and allowing our actions tobe guided by stereotypes. 
By doing so we assume that these problems are confined to one place and to one people. This 
is simply not true. I have two Mends who used to be Crips, one of whom is white; 
furthermore, gangs sell just as many or more drugs in the suburbs (where the buyers are) as 
on the Hilltop (where buyers do not want to go). The problems of the inner city, and the rest 
of America, are complex. Making a difference will require that we deal with facts,not simply 
fears. 
If we want to make a difference, we must rest the 
- .... T--•---. 	 . :•. temptation to cower turther into tear and ignorance. we 
5J!i7ft stereo 	 must act, as many students already do. That does not mean 
P7t 	 S gangsters 	 ! that we can end crime in Tacoma, but we c an be part of the 
; solution by working on the problems that cause crime, like 
•?-udkes ogakst 	 poverty. There are a number of community organizations 
Ie re ladened wItI 	 that would be happy to have you volunteer. There are also 
reek of i'aclsm1 	 I student groups, like Habitats for Humanity, that are mak- 
.: 
	
ing a difference. But there are also other opportunities, one 
------ 	 --. 	 just needs to identify the issue that they really care about, 
and start finding opportunities to change things. 
Let me give you an example ofwhat can happen. I worked with high school age youth this 
summer, people most of us would probably look down upon, as still being "just kids." But 
some ofthese youth are apositive-message rap contest and dance for the third year in a row. 
Some are getting "at-risk" middle school kids and gang members to paint murals on city 
walls. . . they just unveiled one on the Hilltop of positive Black role models. A group of 
Tacoma high school students also organized a state-wide environmental summit last ye&, 
and are starting to organize this year's. 
Although these students may lack the age and maybe the sophistication we possess, the; 
appear to have onegreat advantage over us as they get involved in the community. They sec, 
deal with and understand the problems we fear, on aday-to-day basis. But thisis not so much 
their advantage as the result ofour luxury ofgetting away with ignoring theproblems they 
cannot. But again, we can only ignore it for so long. If UPS students are mugged, can we 
ignore the problem, any more than these high school students? No, and our actions should 
amount to no less. 
To make a difference contact the Community Involvement and Action Center, in SUB 221, 
x3767. There is also something else you can do: register to vote, but do it before October 
3, or you'll be too late to choose the next president. 
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In with the NEWS... 
Compiled & Assembled by Chris DeGraaf, ASUPS Director of Public Relations 
ASUPS Adopts New Logo 
As promised, Zach Goldberg has 
made some changes at ASUPS. His 
presidency brings him into this new 
academic year still attempting to in-
crease the visual awareness of Stu-
dent Government. To help bring 
more recognition to the Associated 
Students of the University of Puget 
Sound, he, along with the assistance 
of the ASUPS Publicity Office, has 
created a new logo. 
The new design (seen at the top 
center of this page) eliminates the 
domating graphics of the old logo, 
and replaces them with a much sim-
pler, easily read combination of in-
tertwined text. The hope, in making 
this change, is that public perception 
Minds Set to Meet 
September 22nd 
ASUPS invites you to a "Meeting 
of the Minds," Tuesday, September 
22nd in McIntyre 103 at 6:00 p.m. 
This will be an opportunity for you 
to add your insight to the direction of 
ASUPS, specifically the studentbody 
Budget Task Force request due by 
mid-October. 
Are there programs that could be 
better meeting our needs? Are there 
services we don't have that you would 
like? Do you like the core system? 
These are only a few of the many 
questions that may be answered at 
the "Meeting of the Minds." 
In the past, students have taken a 
very reactive role to their part in the 
governance the University. They 
waited until decisions were made 
and then they started complaining. 
This year we have the opportunity to 
take a very proactive role. Budget  
way into many aspects of student life 
at Puget Sound. Thirty-four bulletin 
boards around campus are owned by 
ASUPS, and each displays the "As-
sociated Students" logo; all ASUPS 
sponsored organizations' committee 
members are being given t- shirts with 
the new theme and logo emblazoned 
upon them for easy identification; 
and, most notably, this page in the 
student newspaper reflects the inter-
est in informing students of ASUPS 
goings-on and adapts the new slogan 
for its title: "In with the NEWS..." 
Look for more exciting changes in 
the ways that Student Government 
presents itself to the student body. 
And be ready for a year in which the 
Associated Students want UPS to 
know what they're all about. 
Task Force requests are due by mid-
October, which is after the trustee 
retreat. With your suggestions, we 
can talk to trustees about your con-
cerns before decisions are made, 
not after. 
ASUPS Elections 
Draw Near 
It's elections time again! While 
most of you know all about the recent 
primary elections, and the upcoming 
general elections, for all of the big, 
well-known public figure- type posi-
tions, how many of you really know 
that it is almost time to cast your 
ballot for the ASUPS Student Sen-
ate? 
Freshman elections for Freshman 
Class Senator are on Monday, Sep-
tember 1. ASUPS general elections 
are scheduled for October 12. 
Positions open for the general elec-
tions are: two (2) Senators At-Large, 
The Pizza Cellar has just added a 
convenient new service for most on-
campus students--free delivery. 
Pizza orders placed between nine 
and eleven-thirty p.m. can be deliv-
ered, at no extra charge, to all univer-
sity residence halls, the chalets, and 
A-Frames. Union Avenue resi-
dences, as well as students living on 
Lawrence Street, however, are not 
on the Cellar's current deliveryroute. 
The Cellar's business hours this 
semester are: 
Monday - Friday 
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight 
Saturday & Sunday 
6:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight 
ASUPS Seeks 
Public Relations Assistant 
Are you interested in Public Rela-
tions? Do you want to help ASUPS? 
We are looking for an Assistant 
Director of Public Relations.' 
Responsibilies include computer 
operations, billing, and office man-
agement. Stop by SUB 210 for more 
information. 
one (1) Resident Hall Senator, one 
(1) Resident House Senator, one (1) 
Greek Resident Senator, and one (1) 
Off-Campus Senator. 
Polling booths will be located in 
traditional locations such as the Stu-
dent Union Building, the Library, 
Jones Hall, and the Union Avenue 
Food Services. In order to be eligible 
to vote, students must have a vali-
dated student I.D. 
If you have any questions regarding 
ASUPS elections, or are interested in 
becming involved and running for a 
position in Student Senate, stop by 
the ASUPS Office in SUB 210 to 
find out more and to pick up a Fall 
Elections Packet. 
Andrew Pritchard, ASUPS concerts 
chairman, would like to thank all of 
those who attended the Larry Miller 
comedy show and to let you know 
that your support for his programs 
translates into bigger names and bet-
ter shows coming to campus. 
He would also like to remind you 
abouttheupcoming"Bock the Vote" 
concert on October23. Bands sched-
uled to appear include Sadhappy, the 
Hungry Crocs, and the Chubby Chil-
then. 
Special Events 
Homecoming is just a week away! 
September 25th and 26th is Home-
coming Weekend 1992, and this 
year's theme is "Pharaoh's Ball." 
= 
Lectures 
Suzan Shown Harjo speaks tonight 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Student Union 
Building. Her topic: "Surviving 
Columbus--A Native American Per-
spective on the Past 500 Years." 
Suzan Harjo is National Coordina-
tor of the 1992 Alliance, a Native-
American response to the Colubian 
Quincentenary, President of the 
Morning Star Foundation, and 
Former Executive Director of the 
National Congress of American In-
dians. Her great grandfather was one 
of the Cheyenne Chiefs who fought 
at the battle of the Little Big Horn. 
Pizza Cellar Introduces 
Free Delivery, Announces 
Fall Business Hours. 
lP110GRAMS'-*..-  S  TUDENT  
N SIGBT - SOUND 
- MOTION - IDRAS 
- KNTERTALNMENT 
Popular Entertainment 
will shift from the idea of Student 
Government as an elite, self-serving 
organization to a sincere notion of çtDS' 
duty to the students this government 
represents. 
To further emphasize the changing ----- 	 • 0 attitude of Student Government, ASUPS leadership has adopted the \ 	 ) slogan "Out with the Old, In with the New" as it official 1992-93 theme. 
Both the new logo and the optimis- Old ASUPS logo 
tic theme have already found their 
Campus Films 
Showtimes: 	 Admission: 
Fri. 7:00&9:00 	 $1.00with 
Sat. 7:00 & 9:00 
	 student I.D. 
Sun. 6:00 & 8:30 	 $2.00 w/o. 
(Paid Advertisement) 
